United Nations Urges Moscow To Cancel ‘Big Bomb’ Blast

The General Assembly will meet Thursday morning. Delegates prepared for the UN Security Council to convene today in New York to consider the resolution on the Soviet blast. Secretary General Kurt Waldheim is to report on efforts to prevent the test.

The Soviet offer to test a 5-megaton device in the atmosphere presents a clear threat to world security, Waldheim said in a statement Wednesday. He warned that this would lead to further tests, raising the risk of an arms race.

The test would also trigger a U.S. response, said the U.S. delegate, Ambassador John R. Muccio. "This is a moment of truth," he said. "It is a test of the United Nations and its ability to prevent the arms race.

Waldheim said the test would be a violation of the 1963 Nuclear Test Ban Treaty, which the Soviet Union had signed. The treaty banned nuclear tests above ground, underwater and in space. Waldheim called on the Soviet Union to withdraw its test proposals and respect its obligations under the treaty.

The test would also violate the 1968 Non-Proliferation Treaty, which was signed by 115 countries. It was designed to prevent the spread of nuclear weapons and to ensure that nuclear technology was used for peaceful purposes.

The test would also have serious economic consequences, said the U.S. delegate. It would increase the cost of nuclear arms and make it more difficult for the world to develop a nuclear-free future.

The test would also have serious environmental consequences, said the U.S. delegate. It would increase the risk of nuclear fallout and make it more difficult for people to live in a nuclear-free world.

The test would also have serious political consequences, said the U.S. delegate. It would undermine the UN's ability to prevent the arms race and make it more difficult for the world to achieve a nuclear-free future.
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In Defense of Iowa Athletics

Here at Iowa, as well as at other universities, it has long been a favorite pastime of college students to take on the athletics and the Athletic Department. That pastime became increasingly popular during the past year whenever an apparent scandal developed to the Athletic Department. Critics of the student body began to hurl insults at the critics of the past and comments that are not here.

But even with quick response to charges, the department remains under fire.

When an article appeared in "Sport" magazine's November issue charging Connie Hawkins, former UC and Iowa basketball player implicated in the nation's wide ... over $500 a month to come to Iowa, critics mocked the university's cost of athletics.

The Hawkins' story may sound like a fairy tale on the surface, but it is the same story that has been repeated by many young people from all walks of life.

Iowa Athletic Department needed to comment. It did.

Of course, the Hawkins were not the only Iowa basketball players who received a nine-figure salary. In fact, they were some of the lowest paid...
New Atom Smashers for SUI To Boost Nuclear Research

The SUI Physics Department has received a $54,000 grant from the National Science Foundation to purchase another atom smasher, a similar but much smaller, instrument. Construction of the Iowa Van de Graaff began in July 1962. Once completed, the university's facilities will be among the largest in the nation. The 15-foot-high machine will be located in the Physics building's basement, near the Van de Graaff's existing 10-foot-high unit.

Civil War Money Display Credit to SUI's Weissbach

By ALLAN WARNICK

Staff Writer

Late April, during National Civil War Week, the SUI physics department, with the financial assistance of the U.S. National Park Service, organized a display of Confiscated Civil War money. The display was held in the physics department's basement laboratory.

SUI Graduate Develops Way to Stop Chronic Nose-bleed

OLSON, N.D.—In a new application of the SUI Medical Research department's work, a SUI graduate student has developed a method for stopping chronic nose-bleeds.

The student, Edward S. Rose, a former SUI Medical student, has developed a method for stopping chronic nose-bleeds. The method involves the use of a specially designed device that is inserted into the nostril to prevent blood from oozing out.

Loch Ness Monster: A Big Mystery Since 1928

FORGE ABERDEEN, Scotland—Loch Ness, the famous lake in the Scottish Highlands, is the site of one of the world's most enduring mysteries. The legend of the Loch Ness Monster dates back to the 1930s, and ever since, people have been fascinated by the possibility of a giant, prehistoric creature living in the depths of the lake.

Dr. William Hamilton, a professor of zoology at the University of Edinburgh, has spent years studying the lake and its inhabitants. He believes that the monster is a myth, but others are convinced that it exists.

Price Boosts Shoe Cost Of Living to Record High

WASHINGTON—The cost of living continued to rise in April, with prices for shoes increasing at a record rate. The index for shoes rose 1.3 percent, marking the fourth consecutive month of gains.

The rise in shoe prices was driven by a surge in the cost of leather and other materials used in shoe production. The inflation rate for all items was 0.8 percent, but the cost of shoes was more than twice that.

SUI's Concert presents "Future of Scotland"

SUI's Concert presents "Future of Scotland"

By ALLAN WARNICK

Staff Writer

SUI faculty and students will present a special concert featuring music from Scotland, with the proceeds going to a local charity. The concert will be held in the physics department's basement laboratory.

Second Spotlight Series today on U.N.'s Future

The second series of spotlight presentations on the United Nations continues this week. The topic of this week's presentation is the future of the world organization.

Dates for Senior Pictures Are Set

Senior pictures are scheduled for May 10th and June 20th. Students are encouraged to schedule their photo sessions as soon as possible to ensure availability.

Festive: This year has been one of joy and celebration. Let's dress up and enjoy the special occasion.

Halloween Special

- Shampoo and set
- Hairspray
- Fake - bowl
- Permanent wave

All for $7.50

Through Oct. 31
Hawkeyes Szykowny, Webb Tops in Passing, Receiving

Final Word From Burns—Hollis Definitely Sideline

**Coach Feels More Injury To Hawk Star**

By GARY GERLACH

Jocke head Coach Jerry Burns Wednesday ruled out any possibility that Quarterback William Hollis will play again this year.

"After evaluating the medical reports on William's injured neck, Burns announced, "we do not believe it is possible his professional career to continue with any chance of coming back permanently." Hollis faced a very long tumor on his neck in early Southern California. A X-ray would have to be taken to confirm this.

After hearing the decision, Hollis commented, "I felt kind of bad but I feel we should be able to come back from this."

William Hollis' absence is a blow to the Hawkeyes, coming as it does when they need most help. The team faces heavy competition for the Big Ten championship, and Hollis was the team's leading passer.

**Sparrtan Star Saimes Voted Back of Week**

By The Associated Press

The big back for the nation's No. 1 football team—Michigan State star George Saimes—has been honored Associated Press back of the week.

Saimes, a Junior from Canton, Ohio, ranks in the second half but Saturday to lead the Spartans in a 21-17, comeback over Penn State.

He scored for 121 yards and was called for pass interference.

King George

Michigan State backfield George Saimes (center), voted Associated Press back of the week, after his heroics before practice at East Lansing Wednesday. Big Spartan burner Ed Baldwin (left) and Dave Robinson, give their teammate a ride around for the AP poll front for a blocking check. —AP Photo

**Prove it to Yourself!**

For Cleaner Clothes It's only the Famous Westminster Washers

Laundromat

316 E. Blossom St.
209 E. Burlington St.

**Yankees' Manager Robinson Wild**

NEW YORK—In his first appearance at Yankee Stadium, manager Bill Robinson announced Wednesday that the team's three managers, precious to the fans, will change in batting order.

"I will be at bat for the first game," Robinson said. "It will be business as usual but the fans will have to find out what they have."

In Running, Etc.

Thorsen—"A much-needed string!"

That's the way University of Arizona basketball star Steve Thorsen, the 6-foot 4-inch guard who has been leading the Wildcats in scoring, put it after three years.

The guard is the interior key for the sixth-rated Wildcats, who will be playing for a possible NCAA tournament berth when they face Arizona State in a key conference game today.

"I feel fine with our chances. We've been very pleased with our string of games and we're looking forward to the Arizona State game."

Thorsen, who has scored 1,420 points in his career, will be looking for another double figure game against Arizona State.

For example, he scored 28 points and drove in 83 runs for the Wildcats last season, all while driving in 25 runs.

"It's been a year of improvement in all areas," he said. "We're playing well and we're looking forward to the road games."

**Me Too**

OFFERS YOU FINER FOODS plus +

* DAILY BELOW COST RADIO SPECIALS
* OUR AIM TO MEET OR BEAT ALL ADVERTISED GROCERY SPECIALS
* LOWER EVERY DAY SHELF PRICES

NEW CROP CEDAR VALLEY

Hen Turkeys

 Illinois... 29c

SAVE WITH THIS COUPON

PLEASMORE, 92 Score

BUTTER...

With this coupon you get 50c.00 by 937.

COUPON GOOD THROUGH SUNDAY, OCT. 26th

**SAVE ON FINEI FOODS**

LOWER PRICE ME TOO

IOWA CITY'S CONVENIENT SUPERMARKET

**&**

**In By 9 a.m.**

**STORAGE SERVICE**

**Me Too**

98c

**Me Too**

98c
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98c
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Al Hinton Rated Best Iowa Tackle Since Alex Karras

A big, agile guy who likes to read people and plays better than any one-year-old high school football player would credit Coach Larry Williams as the best tackle at Iowa since Alex Karras, all America's in '58.

And the photograph, 57 pounds of stout, well-furnished center, will only be matched by the graceful athlete, who, if he has a weakness, has none yet. Vroom Gene's 1961 major league slugging percentage was .727, which was up to Mantle with .662. The year-old righthander in 1959, was third at .646.

But it was Mantle who topped the old arrow, amassed a .613 percentage. and on teammate Roger Maris in time with a .687 average, statistics disclosed Wednesday. Robinson, in time with a .361 average, total base in 535 trips. Cash was able to run like a halfback in order to score home runs, and more than one tried to stop him. His 46 homers were the most in the league for a year's total of 126 coons - the 353 total of '57, which was the biggest since the Detroit was a.361 average, total base in 535 trips. Cash was able to run like a halfback in order to score home runs, and more than one tried to stop him. His 46 homers were the most in the league for a year's total of 126 coons - the 353 total of '57, which was the biggest since the Detroit was

Budge Hinton has gone one year without a major league strikeout, which was his second year in the game. He did a good job of making Thorson the type of a
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Japan Protests Blast; Reds Denounce Another

JAPAN — The annual protest against American bases in Japan and a “рид о н." The protest was the third and largest in the country’s history as the Japanese population grows wary of the US military presence.

Cambodia of permitting its soil to be used for a secret "failure-finding mission to Thailand" was a violation of neutrality, Sarit’s government said, and said it would regret the mission.

Another author, Demi Leventer, will read her novel, "Sarit," at the event. The novel is about a female journalist who covers the Sarit regime.

The Virginia’s Commonwealth "appealed to the UN security council for action. ""We appeal to the United Nations to act on the matter."" Wilson's note was intended to express the government's concern over the situation in Thailand.

Years ago, the President and Mrs. Kennedy were reported to have been in jail in Thailand. The President was also reported to have been in jail in Cambodia.

Encouraged About Viet Nam, Taylor Travels to Thailand

BANGKOK, Thailand — Adm. C. W. Trippe, chairman of the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, is on his way to Thailand to discuss the possibility of using Thailand as a site for a major international space station.

President Johnson and Prime Minister Sarit to meet in Incheon this week. The two leaders plan to discuss the situation in Cambodia and other regional issues.

Farm Bureau Chief Says Kennedy on Wrong Road

WALSHIN — The president of the biggest farm organization in the nation, the National Farmers Union, said he was "very disappointed" in President Kennedy’s handling of the farm issue.

"I don’t think that there is any question that the President is on the wrong road," said Charles B. Shuman, who heads the National Farmers Union.

Near the town where it has been


Campus Notes

To Speak on Poetry

Dr. Charles B. Shuman, professor of English at the University of Chicago, will speak on poetry in connection with the Institute for Advanced Study’s "international poetry contest." The event will be held at 7:30 p.m. on Monday, May 15, in the Institute’s auditorium.

Congressional shorts said there would be a "small" reading of the poetry contest entries.

The Virginia’s Commonwealth "appealed to the UN security council for action. ""We appeal to the United Nations to act on the matter."" Wilson’s note was intended to express the government’s concern over the situation in Thailand.

Years ago, the President and Mrs. Kennedy were reported to have been in jail in Thailand. The President was also reported to have been in jail in Cambodia.

Railroads Ask Governors’ Aid in Curing Their Ills

NEW YORK — Alain Kaye, chairman of the New York Central System, said he was "very disappointed" in President Kennedy’s handling of the farm issue.

"I don’t think that there is any question that the President is on the wrong road," said Charles B. Shuman, who heads the National Farmers Union.

Near the town where it has been


By Popular Request CPC Brings Back to SUN

ALONG WITH

The songs of

TUESDAY, OCT. 31
8 P.M. at Iowa Memorial Union

Tickets $2.00 each, available at:

Information Desk at Union
Whitney’s Drug Store
Campus Record Shop

To Be Sure

Dial 7-9666

Italian Foods at HILLTOP PIZZA HOUSE
110 N. ROOSE

Pizza Carry Out Orders - for beverages

HOURS:
Monday 5-10 P.M.
Tuesday & Thursday 4 P.M. to 1 A.M.
Friday & Saturday 4 P.M. to 2 A.M.

IOWA CITY

OAS Vo Action A

ACTION A is the official action of the Iowa City Police Department. It is a police department that enforces the laws of the state of Iowa.

Trujillo Hencel

Lifle Dominican Republic

The Trujillo Hencel was a ruling group in the Dominican Republic that was led by President Rafael Trujillo. The group was known for its brutal tactics and dictatorial rule.

SUI Scientists’ Papers To Be Given Tuesday

Cooper will present her papers at a meeting of the American Physical Society.

The meeting will be held at 8 P.M. on Tuesday in Room 209 of the SUI Memorial Building.

Jones will present his papers at a meeting of the American Physical Society.

The meeting will be held at 8 P.M. on Tuesday in Room 209 of the SUI Memorial Building.
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OAS Votes To Delay Action Against Cuba

WASHINGTON — The Western Hemisphere countries or the OAS, which met in Havana at the end of August on the proposal for an embargo against Cuba, have decided to delay action against Cuba until the OAS delegates meet again in October. The decision is due to the visit of Fidel Castro to the United States.

Missouri River Urban Problem Seminar Is Set

Purdy announced that an urban problem seminar will be held in the Missouri River Basin area, including the states of Missouri, Iowa, Illinois, and Nebraska.

Radioactive Cloud from Red Superbomb Heads for Alaska

The cloud, which is expected to cause some inconvenience in the state of Alaska, is caused by the recent nuclear tests in the Pacific Ocean.

Trujillo Henchmen Flee Dominican Republic for Exile

Trujillo Henchmen, including the former president of the Dominican Republic, have fled the country and are seeking refuge in other countries.

Good Listening—Today on WSUI

By Larry Barnett

The weather forecast for today may be cloudy, but the music forecast is clear. So tune in to WSUI for some great tunes.

Brazil is to receive an advance base of the Caribbean Naval Force.

The Small Central American Treaty Organization (ACTLA) is expected to keep the peace in the region.

The Goes 2 satellite, due to launch next month, will provide important data for the study of the earth's climate.
Co-Star with Miriam Makeba —

Chad Mitchell Trio Returns

By JUDY MARCO

Staff Writer

The Chad Mitchell Trio, which made its debut last Spring at the Freeport program with this last June will return to the campus to perform next Friday.

Miss Miriam Makeba, a South African Xosa, is remarkable for her colorful demeanor and her power of singing, which has carried her to prominence in the world of Negro music. She is a famous Negro songstress and was born in the South African Xosa tribe.

The group consists of Mike Klahn, tenor; Jim Estes, alto; and Tony Quin, the accompanist-pianist of the Trio.

The singers met while attending Gonzaga University, Spokane, Wash., and formed a group in 1957. They opened their first tour at the University of Washington in Seattle.

Miss Makeba was launched on her South African Xosa tribe.

The Trio Returns

The Chad Mitchell Trio, to be presented at the Freeport last May 9. From left are Mike Tuesday night, dropped in for a chat with — Klahn, Jim Estes, and Chad Mitchell.

Don't miss them after their afternoon engagements...

Miss Perfect Profile

Of '61 Packed Tonight

Massachusetts — A new-"Girl in the Grade Division" entitled "The Girl in the School Divi-

The show will be presented to the New England Dairy and Food Association's annual convention and the students will be made up of the group of students and the gro-

The show is being presented to the New England Dairy and Food Association's annual convention and the students will be made up of the group of students and the gro-

Girl, 11, Is Killed in Auto Collision

An 11-year-old girl was killed in a sudden collision near Washington on Tuesday night. She was on her way to school.

Just in case, try Pulitzer's embroidered flowerets enhance the beauty of this French-coiffed ensemble. All cotton by Everfast, no iron. White, pastels, tangy tones. 30 to 38.
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